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1 Logan McCarty (FAS), Melissa Franklin (FAS)
SciBox 1.0: An innovative, experimental learning 
space inspiring creative approaches to teaching

Awardees plan to redesign a 2500 sq ft space in the Science Center into an experimental 
"black-box" classroom that could be used for existing classes beginning in Spring 2013.

#space #theater #classtech #tablet 
#collaboration #pbl

2 Anne Harrington (FAS)
Case-based learning and teaching: A practice-
based, peer-driven approach to sophomore 
tutorial

Awardee plans to assess her department's new sophomore tutorial program, investigate its 
generalizability to other departments, and create a “Hauser sophomore scholar” program.

#pbl #case #skill #interview #video 
#assessment

3
Michael Hays (GSD), Allen Sayegh (GSD), Marianna Ibanez 
(GSD), Sylvia Benedito (GSD), Stephen Ervin (GSD)

Innovative studio space
Awardees plan to design and teach a studio class in a technology-enhanced, active-learning 
classroom.

#space #classtech #studio #course 
#collaboration #tablet

4
Andrew Gordon (FAS), Theodore Bestor (FAS), Kyle Parry 
(FAS), Jesse Shapins (GSD), James Burns (GSD)

The digital archive of Japan's 2011 disasters as a 
teaching tool and laboratory course

Awardees plan to further develop the Japan Digital Archive project 
(http://www.jdarchive.org) and design a Fall 2013 lab course that capitalizes on the 
improved platform.

#web #tool #course #zeega #visualization 
#curation

5

Suzanne Preston Blier (FAS), Robert Bates (FAS), Joseph 
Koerner (FAS), Ingrid Monson (FAS), Nathan Nunn (FAS), Kelly 
O'Neill (FAS), Jason Ur (FAS), Bonnie Burns (FAS), Jacob 
Olupona (FAS/HDS), Hashim Sarkis (GSD), Lucie White (HLS), 
Chris Dede (GSE), Jennifer Leaning, (HMS), and Felton Earls 
(HMS)

Enhancing learning through hands-on 
exploration in a dynamic cross-disciplinary 
geospatial web platform

Awardees plan to further develop WorldMap’s (http://worldmap.harvard.edu) 
functionalities (e.g., add discussion features) using existing staff at the Center of Geographic 
Analysis.

#web #visualization #tool #software 
#smartphone #discussion

6 Alexander Bick (HMS), Trudy Van Houten (HMS)
Hands on virtual dissection for dynamic 
anatomy instruction and evaluation

Awardees plan to use Kinect technology for “hands on” virtual dissection.
#kinect #tool #simulation #software #skill 
#classtech

7 Arthur Kleinman (FAS/HMS), David Carrasco (HDS/FAS)
Quests for wisdom: Religious, moral, and 
aesthetic searches for the art of living

Awardees plan to design, fund, and assess a new interdisciplinary, cross-school course on 
“wisdom for the art of living” that seeks to transform students’ moral experiences through 
experiential learning.

#course #character #experiential 
#storytelling #seminar #pbl

8
Charles Christopher Smith (HMS), Lori R. Newman (HMS), 
Grace Huang (HMS), Richard Schwartzstein (HMS), Eileen 
Reynolds (HMS)

Those who teach, can: Characterizing the link 
between teaching and professional competency

Awardees plan to study whether teaching and clinical skills correlate, and whether teaching 
training improves clinical performance.

#experiment #training #skill #assessment 
#pbl #instruction

9
Diane Paulus (FAS), Ryan McKittrick (FAS), Thomas Derrah 
(FAS), Brendan Shea (FAS), Shira Milikowski (FAS)

A Model for teaching and curriculum 
development informed by the theatrical process

Awardees plan to host a series of professional workshops and roundtables that connect 
the dramatic arts with teaching.

#theater #instruction #interdisciplinary 
#collaboration #training #zeega

10 Kimberly Hall (HLS), Susan Fliss (FAS), Sebastian Diaz (Other) The Connected Scholar
Awardees plan to develop further an online tool (“The Connected Scholar”) to teach and 
promote academic integrity and facilitate proper citation.

#tool #software #web #writing #library 
#collaboration

11 Dennis Norman (HMS), Shelly Lowe (Other)
Native Americans in the 21st century: Nation 
Building II community research projects

Awardees plan to support and extend a multidisciplinary, experiential learning course on 
community building in indigenous cultures.

#experiential #course #storytelling 
#character #symposium #collaboration

12
Jonathan Zittrain (HLS), Urs Gasser (HLS), Suzanne Wones 
(HLS)

H2O: Adaptable digital textbooks
Awardees plan to develop further their online H20 platform for digital textbook design and 
distribution.

#tool #textbook #software #case 
#digitization #library

13
Jeffrey T. Schnapp (FAS), Jesse Shapins (GSD), Matthew Battles 
(Other), Peter Galison (FAS), Ned Friedman (FAS)

Teaching with things: Curation, hybrid 
multimedia, and object-oriented pedagogy

Awardees plan to expand an existing curatorial program at metaLAB and the museums to 
support object-based teaching in the humanities. They are also designing interconnected 
lesson plans and courses that use their method to “teach with objects”.

#objectlearning #zeega #curation #museum 
#digitization #kinect

14 Peter Galison (FAS) Einstein reversed
Awardee plans to redesign his Gen Ed course on the Einsteinian revolution, using video-
recorded content to “flip the classroom”.

#flippedclass #video #course #discussion 
#lecture #zeega

15 Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham (FAS), John Mugane (FAS)
Portraits in multimedia: A social engagement 
project in African and African American Studies

Awardees plan to create a digital archive of “social portraits” (short video interviews with 
African leaders and residents) for widespread use in humanities courses.

#video #interview #curation #digitization 
#storytelling #tool

16
Ian Lapp (SPH), Betty Johnson (SPH), Sarah Bearse (SPH), 
Miranda Daniloff Mancusi (SPH), Caitlin Hubbard (SPH), 
Robert Blendon (HKS/SPH)

Learning from leaders: Weaving a leadership 
narrative into the educational experience

Awardees plan to edit existing video of influential lectures into pedagogically-relevant clips, 
and create a user-friendly interface to enable faculty to better use these videos in their 
courses.

#video #web #curation #digitization 
#storytelling #tool

17
Suzanne J. Cooper (HKS), John D. Donahue (HKS), Richard 
Light (GSE)

Making classroom minutes count
Awardees plan to use active learning strategies, peer instruction, and “flipped classrooms” 
to transform the core curriculum of their school’s flagship degree program.

#flippedclass #peerinstruction #video 
#lecture #course #instruction

18
Veronica Boix Mansilla (GSE), Howard Gardner (GSE), David 
Perkins (GSE)

The future of learning: Preparing professionals in 
education for a changing world

Awardees plan to use learning principles of digital and social media to create an online 
environment that engages faculty, students, and staff involved with their professional 
education program; they also plan to create immersive exercises that promote active, 
interdisciplinary learning.

#instruction #course #tool #collaboration 
#pbl #web

19
Xiao-Li Meng (FAS), Joseph Blitzstein (FAS), David Harrington 
(SPH)

Coordinating and advancing statistical teaching 
and learning (CASTLE)

Awardees plan to organize a two-day workshop that brings together faculty and students 
from across the university to discuss pedagogical strategies for teaching statistics.

#symposium #interdisciplinary #instruction 
#teachingcommunity #training #web

20 Bruce Western (FAS), Kaia Stern (HDS)
Harvard students and incarcerated students: 
Learning together in a prison classroom

Awardees plan to develop a joint experiential-learning course for incarcerated students 
and Harvard students.

#experiential #course #seminar #character 
#discussion #instruction

21 Alexander Rehding (FAS) Sound studies
Awardee plans to create a computer lab for sound analysis that could support a number of 
existing courses across several departments.

#interdisciplinary #classtech #course 
#seminar #objectlearning #studio

22 Beth Altringer (SEAS)
Expanding existing innovative program for 
assessing student learning in hands-on 
innovation courses

Awardee plans to advance methods for better assessing how teams interact and ideas 
develop during experiential learning in multi-disciplinary engineering classes focused on 
design and innovation.

#collaboration #assessment #experiential 
#studio #feedback #skill

23
Rose H. Goldman (SPH), Amy Cohen (SPH), Dan Borelli 
(GSD), Kara Oehler (Other), Jesse Shapins (GSD)

Transforming stories and public health lessons 
of Ashland, MA, into a multimedia case for 
learning

Awardees plan to create (using Zeega software) a multimedia “case” that better integrates 
quantitative and qualitative information, for use in a public health course and as a model for 
next-generation case-based teaching.

#case #zeega #simulation #textbook 
#digitization #video

24
Shigehisa Kuriyama (FAS), Wayne Tan (FAS), Jennifer van der 
Grinten (FAS)

Development of a multimedia textbook Awardees plans to develop a digital textbook for an existing course.
#textbook #course #flippedclass #video 
#digitization #tool

25 Christopher Winship (FAS), Dan O'Brien (Other)
Exploring community differences using spatial 
data

Awardees plans a new course that teaches students in sociology to visualize and analyze 
spatial data.

#course #skill #experiential #visualization 
#tool #pbl
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26 David Wilkins (HLS), Scott Westfahl (HLS) Enhancing student team effectiveness
Awardees plans to use online assessments to improve team effectiveness and provide 
students with informative feedback about their role as team members.

#collaboration #assessment #experiential 
#character #feedback #skill

27 Tom Jehn (FAS)
Harvard Writes: A digital teaching and learning 
platform for better undergraduate academic 
writing

Awardee plans to develop a digital learning and teaching platform (“Harvard Writes”) for 
students and instructors to improve undergraduate academic writing by addressing the 
problem of knowledge transfer.

#web #writing #tool #video #skill 
#interdisciplinary

28
John Briscoe (SEAS), Jody Freeman (HLS), Richard Lazarus 
(HLS)

WSI/ELP water policy learning project
Awardees plan involve students in a multi-disciplinary, collaborative project on water policy 
in an effort to use experiential and team-based learning to teach students vital professional 
skills.

#interdisciplinary #collaboration 
#experiential #skill #speaking #symposium

29 Vanessa Rodriguez (GSE), Kurt Fischer (GSE) Understanding the teaching brain
Awardees plan to systematically study expert teachers in an effort to develop a model of 
the “teaching brain” and understand its implications for comprehensive brain-based 
education.

#interview #survey #assessment #instruction 
#teachingcommunity #interdisciplinary

30 Nonie Lesaux (GSE)
Cultivating communities of practice in graduate 
student teaching

Awardee plans to develop a formal model of professional development for doctoral 
students who serve as teaching fellows.

#TFs #teachingcommunity #survey #training 
#case #seminar

31
Diana Sorensen (FAS), Homi Bhabha (FAS), John Hamilton 
(FAS), Robin Kelsey (FAS), Alexander Rehding (FAS), Stephanie 
Kenen (FAS), Jay Harris (FAS)

Foundational courses in arts and humanities
Awardees plan three Graduate Seminars in General Education that will ultimately lead to 
proposals for foundational Gen Ed courses in the arts and humanities. 

#course #seminar #backwarddesign #TFs 
#interdisciplinary #theater

32 Peter Bol (FAS), Kirk Goldsberry (FAS)
Geospatial education at Harvard: A new course 
in mapping and spatial perspectives

Awardees plans to develop a new course on spatial reasoning, cartography, and geographic 
analysis.

#course #backwarddesign #pbl #visualization 
#interdisciplinary #classtech

33 Joe Blatt (GSE)
Focus on Teaching: A collaborative venture to 
develop pedagogic insights, ambitions, and 
techniques

Awardee plans to create an online, video-based process for analyzing and sharing effective 
teaching strategies among faculty colleagues.

#video #teachingcommunity #web #training 
#case #discussion

34 Meira Levinson (GSE), Sherry Deckman (GSE)
Online analytic reading and writing tutorial 
dissemination and evaluation

Awardees plan to use usage data and impact assessments to further develop their online 
tutorial on analytic reading and writing.

#writing #assessment #web #interdisciplinary 
#tool #feedback

35
Sharon Muret-Wagstaff (HMS), Richard Whyte (HMS), Brett A. 
Simon (HMS), James K. Sebenius (HBS)

Learning and teaching negotiation and conflict 
resolution skills to enhance patient safety in the 
OR

Awardees plan to enable learners to apply principles of negotiation and conflict resolution 
in the high-stakes operating room environment, with the ultimate goal of improving medical 
teamwork and patient safety.

#simulation #collaboration #interdisciplinary 
#skill #case #peerinstruction

36
Robin Gottlieb (FAS), Juliana Belding (FAS), Peter Garfield 
(FAS), Jameel Al-Aidroos (FAS), Janet Chen (FAS), Oliver Knill 
(FAS), John Hall (FAS), Meghan Anderson (FAS)

Calculus practitioner series: Meeting the 
changing needs of our students and client 
disciplines

Awardees plan to revise the calculus curriculum in response to students' changing interests 
and needs.

#interdisciplinary #video #course 
#teachingcommunity #pbl #survey

37 Elise Morrison (FAS), Margie Zohn (GSE)
Developing an assessment model for speaking-
based assignments across the curriculum

Awardees plan to develop methods to aid faculty and instructors in developing and 
assessing speaking-based assignments in courses across the college curriculum.

#speaking #assessment #feedback #web 
#interdisciplinary #skill

38 Marlon Kuzmick (FAS), Louis Epstein (FAS) Graduate multimedia fellows program
Awardees plans to organize a “Graduate Multimedia Fellows Program” that trains TFs to 
evaluate and advise students’ on multimedia projects.

#TFs #video #assessment #training 
#teachingcommunity #interdisciplinary

39 Eric Mazur (SEAS), Todd Zickler (SEAS), Rachel Scherr (Other)
Transforming education through computer 
vision analysis and automated assessment

Awardees plan to develop tools for automatically analyzing student behavior, promoting 
richer interactions between students and teachers, and optimizing peer instruction in large 
lecture classes.

#assessment #lecture #peerinstruction 
#classtech #instruction #smartphone

40 Karl K. Szpunar (FAS), Daniel L. Schacter (FAS)
Test-enhanced learning: Applying principles of 
cognitive psychology to education

Awardees plan to study how formative assessment can be better used in lecture courses 
to promote learning.

#lecture #assessment #experiment 
#instruction #classtech #course

41
Emma Heeschen (GSE), Morgan Camu (GSE), Katherine Casey 
(GSE)

Badging education: Individualization, 
collaboration and innovation at the leading edge

Awardees plans to develop a social media and badging platform that allows students to 
share and collaboratively develop their core knowledge and competencies.

#web #collaboration #tool #assessment 
#skill #training

42 Robert Kegan (GSE)
The lecture in 21st century learning: 
Reconstructing and revaluing our oldest 
teaching asset

Awardee plans to redesign his large lecture course based on active learning strategies but, 
at the same time, preserving possible benefits of the traditional lecture format.

#lecture #course #experiential #flippedclass 
#instruction #peerinstruction

43 Cynthia M. Cooper (HMS) Student-initiated skill acquisition
Awardees plans to develop a curriculum and phone application to help students create 
learning goals, and solicit and share feedback.

#feedback #smartphone #software #course 
#survey #teachingcommunity

44 Katherine Merseth (GSE)
Learning bundles: A tool to enhance student 
learning in higher education

Awardee plans to create a tool that combines video, links to online material, and classroom 
exercises to facilitate student thinking about complex topics on which experts disagree. 

#video #discussion #tool #classtech 
#interdisciplinary #curation

45 Maria Luisa Parra (FAS), Elvira Di Fabio (FAS)
Language through the visual arts: An 
interdisciplinary partnership.

Awardees plan to develop innovative methodology and curricula to promote the use of 
visual art in language classes.

#objectlearning #museum #interdisciplinary 
#course #experiential #curation

46
John E. McDonough (SPH), Elizabeth A. City (GSE), Loren Gary 
(HKS)

Leadership and authority in groups: An 
innovative and experiential leadership 
development collaboration

Awardees plan to design multidisciplinary workshops that use experiential learning to 
teach participants about group dynamics and leadership.

#experiential #character #collaboration 
#interdisciplinary #feedback #course

47
Edward Krupat (HMS), David Roberts (HMS), Amy Sullivan 
(HMS), Richard Schwartzstein (HMS)

The use and evaluation of case-based 
comparative learning to teach basic sciences at 
HMS

Awardees plan to implement and evaluate a new instructional method that utilizes pre-
class preparation, the case method, collaborative learning, and peer instruction.

#instruction #peerinstruction #case 
#flippedclass #discussion #course


